
DIGITAL ELECTRONICS



LOGIC  GATES

Digital Computers

- Imply that the computer deals with digital information, i.e., it deals 
with the information that is represented by binary digits

- Why BINARY ? instead of Decimal or  other number system ?

* Consider electronic signal





COMBINATIONAL  GATES



BOOLEAN  ALGEBRA

Boolean Algebra

* Algebra with Binary(Boolean) Variable and Logic Operations
* Boolean Algebra is useful in Analysis and Synthesis of 

Digital Logic Circuits

- Input and Output signals can be 
represented by Boolean Variables, and

- Function of the Digital Logic Circuits can be represented by 
Logic Operations, i.e., Boolean Function(s)

- From a Boolean function, a logic diagram
can be constructed using AND, OR, and I 

Truth Table

* The most elementary specification of the function of a Digital Logic 
Circuit is the Truth Table

- Table that describes the Output Values for all the combinations 
of the Input Values, called MINTERMS

- n input variables → 2n minterms



LOGIC  CIRCUIT  DESIGN



COMPLEMENT  OF  FUNCTIONS

A Boolean function of a digital logic circuit is represented by only using
logical variables and AND, OR, and Invert operators.

→ Complement of a Boolean function

- Replace all the variables and subexpressions in the parentheses 
appearing in the function expression with their respective 

complements

A,B,...,Z,a,b,...,z    A’,B’,...,Z’,a’,b’,...,z’
(p + q)    (p + q)’

- Replace all the operators with their respective
complementary operators

AND   OR
OR   AND

- Basically, extensive applications of the De Morgan’s theorem

(x1 + x2 + ... + xn )’  x1’x2’... xn’

(x1x2 ... xn)'  x1' + x2' +...+ xn'   



SIMPLIFICATION



KARNAUGH  MAP



KARNAUGH  MAP



SEQUENTIAL  CIRCUITS  - Registers



SEQUENTIUAL  CIRCUITS  - Counters



MEMORY  COMPONENTS



TYPES OF ROM

ROM
- Store information (function) during production
- Mask is used in the production process
- Unalterable
- Low cost for large quantity production  --> used in the final products

PROM (Programmable ROM)
- Store info electrically using PROM programmer at the user’s site
- Unalterable
- Higher cost than ROM -> used in the system development phase

-> Can be used in small quantity system

EPROM (Erasable PROM)
- Store info electrically using PROM programmer at the user’s site
- Stored info is erasable (alterable) using UV light (electrically in 

some devices) and rewriteable
- Higher cost than PROM but reusable --> used in the system 

development phase. Not used in the system production 
due to eras ability
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